If P is a partially ordered set and R is a commutative ring, then a certain differential graded R-algebra A ž .P/ is defined from the order relation on P. The algebra A ž .;/ corresponding to the empty poset is always contained in A ž .P/ so that A ž .P/ can be regarded as an A ž .;/-algebra. The main result of this paper shows that if R is an integral domain and P and P 0 are finite posets such that A ž .P/ ¾ D A ž .P 0 / as differential graded A ž .;/-algebras, then P and P 0 are isomorphic.
Introduction
A common way to study partially ordered sets involves associating certain algebraic objects with a poset and then trying to gain new insights by considering these associated objects. For example, the concept of a Cohen-Macaulay poset arises naturally from the study of Stanley-Reisner rings [1, 3] . On the other hand, algebraic constructions associated with partially ordered sets have also proven to have widespread applicability within algebra itself, particularly in the area of representation theory [2] .
The current work, which grew out of an interest in posets that arise in group representation theory, is based upon this interplay between partially ordered sets and algebra. If P is a partially ordered set and R is an integral domain, then we define a graded R-algebra A ž .P/. The definition involves forming a new poset P 0 by adjoining a minimum element 0 to the poset P. For any n ½ 0 the component A n .P/ of degree n is the free R-module on the symbols [x 1 < Ð Ð Ð < x n ] whenever x 1 < Ð Ð Ð < x n is a chain in P 0 . Using the order relation on P 0 , one can define a multiplication on A ž .P/, c 1998 Australian Mathematical Society 0263-6115/98 $A2.00 + 0.00 Second author partially supported by an IAS/Australian Universities Collaborative Research Grant from the Australian National University and by an NSF postdoctoral research fellowship 2 Jacqui Ramagge and Wayne W. Wheeler [2] and it also has an R-endomorphism of degree 1 that makes A ž .P/ into a differential graded R-algebra. The algebra A ž .;/ corresponding to the empty poset is necessarily contained in A ž .P/ so that A ž .P/ is in fact an A ž .;/-algebra. Now suppose that P and P 0 are finite posets and f ž : A ž .P/ ! A ž .P 0 / is an isomorphism of differential graded A ž .;/-algebras. If f ž maps the distinguished basis of A ž .P/ to that of A ž .P 0 /, then the definition of the multiplication in A ž .P/ makes it easy to see that P and P 0 are isomorphic. The main result of this paper shows that this conclusion is valid even if f ž does not preserve the distinguished basis. Thus one can recover the poset P from the algebra A ž .P/ with no additional information. Section 2 of the paper contains the definition of A ž .P/ and a proof that it is a differential graded A ž .;/-algebra.The proof that the algebra A ž .P/ determines the poset P is given in Section 3. Finally, Section 4 gives a description of the graded center in terms of certain annihilators in A ž .P/. Although we have chosen to assume throughout the paper that the coefficient ring R is an integral domain, it should be noted that this assumption is often not necessary. In particular, all of the results of Section 2 hold over an arbitrary commutative ring.
The definition and basic properties of the algebra
If P is a partially ordered set and R is an integral domain, then we will define a differential graded R-algebra A ž .P/ from the poset P. The first step is to define a new poset P 0 in which the points consist of the points in P, together with one additional point called 0. The order < on P 0 is given by taking x < y in P 0 if either x D 0 and y 2 P or x; y 2 P and x < y in P.
For each n ½ 0 the component A n .P/ is defined to be the free R-module on the symbols [x 1 < x 2 < Ð Ð Ð < x n ] whenever x 1 < x 2 < Ð Ð Ð < x n is a strictly increasing chain in P 0 . For convenience we will also use the symbol [x 1 < x 2 < Ð Ð Ð < x n ] even when x 1 ; x 2 ; : : : ; x n do not form a strictly increasing chain in P 0 , but in this case we set [x 1 < x 2 < Ð Ð Ð < x n ] equal to 0 in A n .P/. Note that A 0 .P/ is a free R-module of rank one, generated by the symbol [ ].
Define a multiplication on the (non-zero) basis elements of A ž .P/ by setting
and extend this multiplication to all of A ž .P/ by linearity. In the proofs of the following propositions it is important to bear in mind that the equation defining this multiplication applies only to products of non-zero generators of A ž .P/. 
. If x m < y 1 < z 1 , then it is easy to see that .ab/c D a.bc/, so suppose that x m 6 < y 1 but y 1 < z 1 . Then
Similar computations show that .ab/c D a.bc/ when x m < y 1 and y 1 6 < z 1 , and also when x m 6 < y 1 and y 1 6 < z 1 
Hence .ab/c D a.bc/ whenever a, b, and c are homogeneous with deg b Ä n C 1, and it follows that A ž .P/ is associative. This completes the proof.
It 
db/ whenever a and b are homogeneous with deg a Ä m C 1, and it follows that A ž .P/ is a differential graded R-algebra.
If P is any poset, then the algebra A ž .;/ corresponding to the empty poset is just the subalgebra of A ž .P/ spanned by [ ] and [0] . Thus A ž .P/ is actually a differential graded A ž .;/-algebra. Unless otherwise specified, therefore, any homomorphism g ž : A ž .P/ ! A ž .P 0 / that we consider will be assumed to be a homomorphism of differential graded A ž .;/-algebras so that g ž .
[0]/ D [0]. For simplicity of notation we generally write
Let P and P 0 be partially ordered sets, and let f 1 :
for some elements c x 0 x 2 R. We want to explore the conditions under which f 1 extends to a homomorphism f ž : A ž .P/ ! A ž .P 0 / of differential graded A ž .;/-algebras. The matrix C D .c x 0 x / will be referred to as the matrix of f 1 .
and for n ½ 2 let f n : A n .P/ ! A n .P 0 / be the unique R-linear map defined on basis elements of A n .P/ by
In this way we associate an R-linear map f ž :
LEMMA 2.3. Let P and P 0 be posets, and let f 1 : 
PROOF. Let x; y 2 P 0 with x 6 < y. Then
and it follows that (1) and (3) are equivalent. Now suppose that (2) holds. If x; y 2 P 0 and x 6 < y, then
Thus we see that (2) implies (1). Finally, we show that (3) implies (2) . To prove that f ž .ab/ D f ž .a/ f ž .b/ for all a; b 2 A ž .P/, it suffices to consider the case in which a and b are homogeneous basis elements. In fact, it is enough to prove that
whenever x 2 P 0 and
as desired. Thus we may assume that x 6 < y 1 .
We now prove that if n ½ 1 and
Now suppose that n ½ 2. Using (2.5) and (1), we see that
Thus (2) follows, and this completes the proof. PROPOSITION 2.6. Let P and P 0 be partially ordered sets, and let f 1 : 
Note that f 1 extends to a homomorphism f ž of differential graded A ž .;/-algebras if and only if the following conditions are satisfied:
Thus it suffices to show that conditions (1), (2), and (3) Conversely, suppose that f 1 satisfies (1), (2), and (3). Then f ž also satisfies (1 0 ), and Lemma 2.
This completes the proof.
COROLLARY 2.7. Let f : P ! P 0 be a map of posets. Then the following conditions are equivalent.
PROOF. First suppose that (1) holds. We will prove by induction on n that f n is given by
be a non-zero homogeneous generator. Because x n < x nC1 and f is a map of posets, it follows that f .
and (2) follows. It is trivial that (2) implies (1), so assume that (1) holds. If
Finally, suppose that (3) holds. Extend f to a map f : P 0 ! P 0 0 by defining f .0/ D 0, and let f 1 :
Then all of the conditions of Proposition 2.6 are satisfied, and it follows that f 1 extends to a homomorphism f ž : A ž .P/ ! A ž .P 0 / of differential graded A ž .;/-algebras, as desired.
Finally, we end this section with the following simple but useful observation. PROPOSITION 2.8. If P is a poset, then A ž .P/ is contractible. In fact, if s ž : A ž .P/ ! A ž .P/ is the map of degree one satisfying s ž .x/ D [0]x for every homogeneous element x 2 A ž .P/, then s ž is a contracting homotopy.
Isomorphic algebras
In this section our goal is to show that if P and P 0 are finite posets such that
While this fact is obvious if there is an isomorphism from A ž .P/ to A ž .P 0 / that maps each basis element [x 1 < Ð Ð Ð < x n ] of A ž .P/ to a basis element of A ž .P 0 /, not all isomorphisms arise in this way. Nevertheless, it is easy to see that certain invariants associated with the posets are the same. For example, the rank of A 1 .P/ is just the cardinality jP 0 j D jPj C 1, so it follows that jPj D jP 0 j. Another invariant that can easily be recovered from the algebra A ž .P/ is the height of the poset. Recall that an element x 2 P is said to have height h P .x/ D n if n is the largest number such that there is a chain x 1 < Ð Ð Ð < x n D x in P. The height h.P/ of the poset P is defined to be the supremum of the heights of its elements. If P is finite with h.P/ D n, then h.P 0 / D n C 1 so that A nC1 .P/ 6 D 0 but A m .P/ D 0 for all m > nC1. Thus h.P/ D h.P 0 / if P and P 0 are finite posets such that A ž .P/ ¾ D A ž .P 0 /. A connection between A ž .P/ and the heights of individual elements in P is given by the following lemma. 
does not lie in the ideal [0] A ž .P/ generated by [0] . Hence y 1 6 D 0 and y n 1 < x so that y 1 < Ð Ð Ð < y n 1 < x is a chain in P. Thus h P .x/ ½ n, as desired. 
It follows by Lemma 3.1 that
6 D 0, and Lemma 3.1 implies that 
PROOF. The proof proceeds by induction on h.P/. The result is obvious if h.P/ D 1, so assume that h.P/ > 1. Let H Â P and H 0 Â P 0 be the subposets consisting of all elements that are not of maximum height. Corollary 3.3 implies that if x 2 H and x 0 2 P 0 are elements such that c x 0 x 6 D 0, then
x/ by induction, and the result follows in this case. On the other hand, if x 2 P H , then
for all x 0 2 P 0 , as desired. DEFINITION 3.5. Let P be a finite poset, and let a 2
. The set supp a D fx 2 P j a x 6 D 0g will be called the support of a in P.
Let P 0 be another poset, and let f ž : A ž .P/ ! A ž .P 0 / be an A ž .;/-isomorphism. Two elements x 2 P and x 0 2 P 0 will be called mutually f ž -supportive (or simply mutually supportive when f ž is understood) provided that
Note that the support of an element a 2 A 1 .P/ is defined to be a subset of P, not of P 0 ; we do not consider 0 to lie in the support of a even if a 0 6 D 0.
It will be important to observe that if f ž : A ž .P/ ! A ž .P 0 / is an isomorphism and x 2 P, then there is always an element x 0 2 P 0 such that x and x 0 are mutually supportive. Indeed, suppose that C is the matrix of f 1 and D is the matrix of f If P is a finite partially ordered set, then it will sometimes be useful to consider total orders on P 0 in addition to the original partial order. For convenience we will generally specify a total ordering on P 0 simply by listing all of the elements x 0 ; : : : ; x n of P 0 in increasing order. The symbol < will still be reserved for the partial order on P 0 . DEFINITION 3.6. Let P be a partially ordered set with jPj D n, and write P 0 D fx 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n g. We will say that x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n is a tall order on P 0 if i < j whenever h P0 .x i / < h P0 .x j /.
Suppose that x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n is a tall order on P 0 , and suppose that x i < x j for some i and j . Then h P0 .x i / < h P0 .x j /, so i < j . Thus the total ordering on P 0 specified by x 0 ; x 1 ; : : : ; x n is compatible with the original partial ordering. In particular, x 0 D 0. Now suppose that P and P 0 are finite partially ordered sets, and let f ž : A ž .P/ ! A ž .P 0 / be an A ž .;/-isomorphism. Suppose that x 0 ; : : : ; x n is a tall order on P 0 and x Suppose that P is a poset, S is a subset of P, and y 2 P. We will write S < y if x < y for all x 2 S. Recall that P <y denotes the subposet of P consisting of all elements x such that x < y. Thus S < y if and only if S Â P <y . LEMMA 3.9. Assume that P and P 0 are finite posets and f ž : 
H ! H is a bijection, so it permutes the subsets of H . Thus there is an integer t ½ 1 such that .
We now use induction on jH Sj to show that e.S/ D e 0 . .
H 0 /, so the result holds in this case. Now assume that S Â H and jH Sj > 0. Let S 1 ; : : : ; S r be all of the distinct subsets of H that contain S properly. Then .S 1 /; : : : ; .S r / are all of the distinct subsets of H 0 that contain .S/ properly. By induction it follows that e.S i / D e 0 . .S i // for all i , so
Similarly, e 0 .S 0 / D e. 0 .S 0 // for all S 0 Â H 0 , and this completes the proof. THEOREM 3.10. Assume that R is a field. Let P and P 0 be finite posets, and let f ž : A ž .P/ ! A ž .P 0 / be an isomorphism. Then there exist isomorphisms of posets 
for all x 2 P 0 . By Proposition 2.6 the matrix 
Because P H is the disjoint union of T 1 ; : : : ; T 2 m , it is possible to define a function : P ! P 0 by setting
and it is clear that is a bijection. Suppose that x < y in P. 
PROOF. By working over the quotient field of R, we may assume that R is itself a field. Then the result follows immediately from Theorem 3.10.
Annihilators and the graded center
The purpose of this section is to give a description of the graded center of A ž .P/ in terms of the elements that annihilate all homogeneous elements of positive degree in A ž .P/. Recall that the graded center Z ž .P/ is defined to be the R-submodule generated by all homogeneous elements z 2 A ž .P/ such that az
for all homogeneous elements a 2 A ž .P/. Note that if z 2 Z m .P/ and a 2 A n .P/ are any two homogeneous elements, then
Hence a.dz/ D . 1/ .m 1/n .dz/a, and it follows that dz 2 Z m 1 .P/. Thus Z ž .P/ is a differential graded A ž .;/-subalgebra of A ž .P/.
If S is any subset of A ž .P/, then Ann S will denote the ideal consisting of all two-sided annihilators of S; in other words,
Let A C .P/ denote the ideal of A ž .P/ generated by all homogeneous elements of positive degree. Then the annihilator Ann A C .P/ D Ann A 1 .P/ is a homogeneous ideal of A ž .P/. Let I ž .P/ denote the differential graded ideal generated by Ann A C .P/. The first result of this section gives an explicit description of Ann A C .P/. 
, then it is easy to see that P is empty, so we may assume that n > 0. Let m be a minimal element of P. Then
and it follows that m 6 < x 1i for all i . Because this relation holds for every minimal element m of P, we conclude that x 1i is minimal for all i . Similarly, if M is a maximal element of P, then the fact that 0 D x [M] implies that x ni is maximal for all i . This proves the first statement, and the second follows easily. PROOF. We begin by showing that Z ž .P/ D A ž .;/ C I ž .P/. It is clear that A ž .;/ C I ž .P/ Â Z ž .P/, and we will prove that Z n .P/ D A n .;/C I n .P/ for all n by downward induction on n. If N is the largest degree such that A N .P/ 6 D 0, then certainly .dx/ 2 A n .P/ \ Ann A 1 .P/ Â I n .P/. Hence Z n .P/ D A n .;/ C I n .P/ for all n ½ 1. But Z 0 .P/ D A 0 .P/ D A 0 .;/ C I 0 .P/, so Z ž .P/ D A ž .;/ C I ž .P/, as desired.
To show that the sum A ž .;/ C I ž .P/ is direct when P is non-empty, it suffices to show that I 0 .P/ D 0 and R[0] \ I 1 .P/ D 0. Both of these facts follow easily from Proposition 4.1.
If P is a finite non-empty poset, let P Ł denote the dual of P. By Proposition 4.1 there is an R-linear map f ž : Ann A C .P/ ! Ann A C .P Ł / satisfying
and f ž extends uniquely to an isomorphism of differential graded A ž .;/-algebras f ž : Z ž .P/ ! Z ž .P Ł / by Proposition 4.3. Thus we obtain the following result. 
Indeed, Ann A C .P/ is given by the span of f[0 < a < b i ] j 1 Ä i Ä 4g, whereas Ann A C .Q/ is given by the span of f[0 < u i < v j ] j 1 Ä i; j Ä 2g. If f is any bijection between these sets, then it is easy to see that f extends uniquely to a differential graded A ž .;/-isomorphism between Z ž .P/ and Z ž .Q/.
